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Impressions from the Santa Barbara Meeting

For me, meetings have two functions. The standard
one is to acquire new information from presentations and

conversations. But the real reason I go is inspiration,
wbich seems to come not &om individual presenfations

but from some overall effect. Maybe'ittthe gradual com-
prehension of the number and variety of sharp minds
working toward synthesis, with competitiveness and co-

operativeness flavoring the effort. I suspect eYeryone

knows what I mean. I came home from this meeting with
both information and inspiration, but the inspiration is
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I am only going to talk about one huge positive
thing from the meeting, and this is that I began to realize,
as the days weflt on and the taiks kept telling me new
things, that a remarkable number of people actuaily are

trying one way or another to create a new synthesis -- a
new big picture of the hurnan species that will replace
neariy everything wghave thought across history. We
need that new mythology -- in Doris Lessing's sense
(African Laughtgr) that myth does nst mean an abssnce of
truth but a concentration of truths. We need to replace the
old fuzzy notions about how humans evolved
(menopause, concealment of ol'trlation, altriciality, pater-

nal care, and all the rest) such that all ofthe features ofthe
species fit with one another in frructional terms, yielding a

coherent picture and eventually showing us the nature of
the whole human puzzle. As the talks demonstrated, this
synthesis is coming from fwo sources: knowledge of the
past &om archaeology, paleontology, and geology; and
comparative study of living humans (and other organisms)
that not only help with patterns of phylogety (and vice
versa) but provide understanding of ihe cumulative eft'ects

of the process of evolution. To people who have insisted
across the years that, in the end, humans camot be under-
stood as products ofevolution, I say, "Stay tuned."

I also had some less positive thoughts that may be

worth mentioning. First, I heard a number of presenta-
tions that took the form of an outline of topics, sometimes
very sophisticated and detailed, pro.;ected on the screen,

and then simply talked though. Some such presentations
seemed to me to lack data, evidence, argument, hy-
pothesis generation or testing, or any other relationship to

science (reminding me of Sulloway's comment about folks
who think science is a topic rather than a method). These
expositions seemed to me the kind of "take it on faith"
presentations that some lecturers unfortunately perpetrate
'on under.graduates (andsorrre. preachers on coagregations).
I think it would be positive for everyone if a powerful
effort were made to detect such presentations in the ab-

stract stage, and 41so if everyone were worried that his or
her presentation might be so judged and as a result
worked especially hard to make sure it isrr't tnre. I am
not complaining here about arguments and explanations
and logic, but about parades of unsupported assertions. I
believe that because our topic is humans we should make
special efforts to keep the meetings and the publications
scientific -- meaning that we ought always to be forming
hypotheses and testing them, and that everyone should
view even his or her own favorite hypothesis as some-
thing to attack, and to falsify if it can be done.

I was also bothered by what I saw as a tendency to
treat uaderlying q,echanisms of behavior (psyehological
mechanisms, mental modules, or whatever) as entities
that simply appear full-blowa (hence are likely to be
thought ofas "genetic" or invariable -- even as "instincts"
in the jargon of a half century ago). ln other words, I
want to repeat the admonition that you don't understand
human behavior well enough if you don't know anything
about its development. Mentai modules -- rvhatever they
may be - may take slightly (or greatly) different forms if
developmental stimuli vary. I am probably evangeiistic
in my advocacy of studies of deveiopment as the wave of
the future in behavioral biology (actually, in biology as a

whole), and as the way to understand a good part of the
reasons too many psychiatrists, lawyers, police, and jail-
ers can make good livings, and child abuse, spousal

abuse, and street living are so prominsnt -- let alone war
and its associated atrocities. For example, i suggested (in
Betzig ef al, @-BEBIp&g&g) fhaf children are flof
abused because they are step children per se (because
their step parents are somehow acting in relation to the
absence of genetic reiationship) but because some particu-



lar stimuli or siimulus sequences are not fulfilled between
themselves and their step {cr rea}} perenfs, or beceuse
some asyffrmetry in their social reiationships with iheir
trvo different pareots, leading to a (simulation of some
historically repeated) conflict of interest, has not been
identified and sidestepped. This is part of what biolo-
gists, at least, call development, and with knowledge it's
changeable. As a person with four adopted grandchildren
whose ancestors came fiom the several different ends of
the earth, I know that humans can be fooled, in evolution-
ary (developmental) terms, and that the consequences can
he wonderful.

There is also a message here for such as the Supreme
Court. In my opinion it is pemicious to use the term
"biological" (e.g., as applied to parents) as if it meant
(only) "physiological" or "genetic" or some such thing,
and as a result(!) is somehow sacred. "Biological" just as

appropriately includes'socia1." "Genetic parents" is
clearly the term being sought, and it puts the legal and
moral questions in a better focus. As with fathers'know-
ledge of their children, children's knowiedge of their par-
ents is entirely circumstantial, and the relevant circum-
stances are the sequences ofsocial interactions that we
would describe as the development of (this aspect oQ so-
ciai behavior. The questions raised are obviously not
trivial. Thus, we evolutionary biologists also often op-
pose "biological" to "cultural." What on earth can we
mean? Is leamed behavior not biological?

There is currently much hype associated with mo-
lecular biologists finding "a gene" influencing the expres-
sion of this or that. I don't slight such advances. But if
Dobzhansky was right in 1961 (in: Kennedy, J. S., Insect
Polvmorohism, p. i 11) that "Heredi{ is particulate, but
development fthe organism] is unitary" -- meaning, as he
said, that "Everything in the organism is the result of the
interactions of ail genes, subject to the environment to
which they are exposed. What genes determine is not
characters, but rather the ways in which the developing
organism [not genes, or groups of genes, but the organ-
isml] responds to the environment it encounters" -- then
rve should expect that virhrally every behavior complex
enough to be identified separately wi-ll have some heri-
tabiliry associated with its variations. Thus, I wasn't
surprised when Bill Cade at Brock Universify found that
selecting among conspecific crickets on the basis of how
much time they sang during each 24-hour pericd revealed
heritability ir even that variation (EsienSe.2.12:563).

That's oart of what I meant when I said in Darwinism and
Human Affairs that, if you can show virhrally always that
changing the direction of selection changes the direction of
change, you can show that selection is the principal guid-
ing force of evolution- Finding a gene that influences any
aspect ofa phenotype should not surprise us, nor convince
us that the phenorype is unusual in that respect or that a
satisfactory answer to some real or perceived problem
(diabetes, menopause, whatever) has necessarily been
found. Genes that influence this or that trait also influence
a whole lot of others, and we cannot avoid dealing with
ihat fact if we're going to use the informaiion geneticists

are providing {I used menopause here because I think
more needs fo be understood absst effests of changes in
estrogen levels at mid-life before wholesale adoption of
estrogen supplements by poslmenopausal women).

My point is that environmental variations during
development are also major candidates for explaining
variations in the underlying mechanisms of behavior, and
therefore its expressions. Ccnsistent and complex infor-
mation comes from environments as continually and as

reliabiy as from genes; environmental information is as

biological as genetic informaiton. Once understood, de-
velopmental environrnenfs may o&en be easier and cheaper
to modify without deleterious consequences than genes.
We humans have placed enough novelty in our develop-
meatal environments to create diverse circumstances that
we need to be able to alter and control intelligently, to
virtually everyene's advantage, because in modem envi-
ronments they can lead to what we call pathologies. Why
aren't we as excited about this kind of manipulation?
Why should an evoiutionary approach cause us to act as

though genes are all that counts, or that underlying
mechanisms of behavior inevitably take a single, unalter-
able form? It's a provocative question how "deeply" we

-have to Look to discover.anysuch virtuaily unaiterable
forms. Because of my long-term intense interest in this
question, I discussed in detail what I saw as an extreme
(and perhaps best-known case) in all such mechanisms,
underlying cricket behavior, in Thomas Sebeok's Animal
Communication (i968, pp. 201-212). Thus, we know
(1) the minimal portions of the CNS necessa!-y tc p oduce
a cricket's acoustical repertoire, (2) in which CNS ganglia
the pacemakers responsible for pulse and chirp rate respec-
tively are located, (3) which muscles these pacemakers
operate, (4) that muitiple genes ar'g 1*spoflsible for species
differences in pulse rates and singie genes for chirps fuulse
groups) versus trills (continuous streams of pulses), (5) in
some cases on which chromosomes the genes responsible
fr the firing rates of the different pacemakers in different
CNS ganglia (i.e., for pulse and chirp raie) are located,
and (6) that the firilg rates responsible for some signal
feahues apparently cannot be altered during either devel-
opment or adulthood short of physical mutilation of the
necessary portions of the CNS.

My overall thought about HBES and the future is
that, if we are to fulfiII the mission of getting peopie in
general to think evolutionarily with respect to human
behavior, we should want to continue getting bigger and
better. A society gets bigger if it attracts more people,
and better if it attracts better people. Both are accom-
plished by taising better questions, by bettyr work ex-
plained more successfully. I don't think we're trying to
cause everyone to become a member of HBES, or to pub-
Iish evolutionarily-oriented books and papers ofthe sort
rve do, but rather to cause people in general to incorporate
evolutionary thinking into whatever they do or think. To
accomplish that we need to find ways to increase the in-
terest and understanding ofpeople on the fringes ofour
"field(s)." Could we help this along through some special
kind of inexpensive "associate" membership that entitles
people only to, say, receive a nervsletter that comes every



monfh or fwo and reviews findings and ideas in a sernr-
technical way? Or is that impracticai? How can we use
the World-Wide Web to assist in this part of our mis-
sion?

That's }ow I was effecred by the meeting. I wouid appre-
ciate hearing from others how they were affected, rvhat
they've been thinking, and what they think about what
I've said here.


